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“An Irritating Pebble in Kruger’s Shoe” –
Eugène Marais and Land en Volk in the ZAR, 1891 - 1896

Sandra Swart*

Bravo Land en Volk! Bravo editor of that newspaper!
Letter-writer, Land en Volk, 28 March 1895.
For the publication of a newspaper, more is required than a little bit of school learning and a lot of
shamelessness.
Dr F.V. Engelenburg, editor of De Volksstem.1

Celebrated as an investigative journalist exposing a corrupt government, dismissed as
a political hack or damned as a litigious self-promoter in charge of a vulgar gossip
sheet, Eugène Marais (1871-1936) played a controversial role in the pre-war South
African Republic (ZAR).2 This paper explores his role in shaping public opinion on
the ZAR’s political situation, through the medium of Land en Volk, the newspaper he
edited. It discusses his participation in the faction that opposed Paul Kruger, which
came to be labelled the ‘Progressive’ camp, and examines his motives and techniques
in swaying opinion towards the opposition faction, with particular emphasis on the
pivotal election of 1893, which saw a transformation in national politics.
Before discussing Marais’s role, it is necessary to outline what is meant by
Progressivism and the role Land en Volk played in the newspaper landscape, because,
like Marais himself, the nature of Transvaal ‘Progressivism’ has itself received
insufficient historiographical analysis, and is mostly mentioned merely as a foil to
Kruger’s politics. Despite evidence to the contrary, the Progressive Movement is still
written of today as a unified movement and its own appellation as the ‘Progressive’
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innovative sector of ZAR society is often taken at face value.3 This is a
methodological error that obscures the real nature of the movement, and which will be
discussed in this paper.4 A contemporary, J.A. Hobson, observed the pivotal political
role of South African newspapers, calling them ‘the great factory of public opinion’.5
Yet, as Schoeman observed, South African newspapers have still not secured
sufficient attention, either as historical resources or as creators of public opinion.6 In
general pre-1895 newspapers have received inadequate attention. Specifically, a
discussion of the Progressive Movement’s mouthpiece is particularly overdue. Where
Land en Volk has been used by historians, it has been simply as a source for political
events in the ZAR, not as an agent, shaping the Progressive Movement. Nor has the
role of Marais as its editor been analysed.
Land en Volk’s founding is thus discussed in the light of existing ZAR newspapers.
There is a chronological assessment of the development and influence of the
‘Progressive’ newspaper under the editorship of Marais from 1891 to the election of
1893, and until Marais ended his editorship in 1896.7 These years encompass the
flash-points of Marais’s litigation, his flirtation with the use of Afrikaans as a medium
in 1891, the election of 1893 and the Jameson Raid of 1895. This is intended to
contribute to the understanding of both the ontology of ‘Transvaal Progressivism’ and
Marais’s role in its creation and promotion.
***
Marais began work on the Transvaal Advertiser at a time when the ZAR was
undergoing a period of rapid change, precipitated by the discovery of gold in 1886.
Despite this upheaval, politics in the ZAR remained organised along traditionally
individual lines, with no formally organised political parties. Although republican
ideology was much alluded to in the political realm, it is hard to know to what extent
burghers insisted on or were even cognisant of their republican prerogatives. Literate
men kept abreast of Volksraad action through the press. Although there was an
emphasis on participatory volkswil (people’s will) and regular elections, the practical
working of this republican democracy was circumscribed by inherent contradictions,
like the devotion to strong leaders and a tendency towards nepotism and familial
connections.8 Yet up until the election of 1893, the rhetoric of populism allowed Kruger
to maintain that he held the volkswil to be sovereign, which meant petitions and armed
demonstrations received his Volksraad’s attention, but his government was not
prepared to accept personalised attacks by a free press. Marais produced a political
commentary column ‘Glimpses from the Hoekie’ in the Transvaal Advertiser.9 In
1889, Marais had his first interaction with Kruger when he reported on a conversation
3.
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he had overheard during a Volksraad recess: two members of the committee namely
conspired to silence Jan Celliers, a Volksraad member who had been vocal in his
opposition to a particular concession granted by Kruger. The following day, Kruger
himself moved to disallow Marais right of entry to the press table. Marais wrote in
response:
I had never thought the Chairman, that religious man… whose every word is oiled with
the grace of God… that this man could utter anything he would blush to see published.10

Thereafter relegated to the public benches, Marais continued to report on the
Volksraad - the only change was that his column’s title was simply altered to
‘Glimpses from the benches’.
Land en Volk – and the Progressive faction
The term ‘progressive’ has been adopted by various movements within South Africa.
The Progressive Party in the Cape formed in the late 1890s, becoming the Union Party
in 1908.11 Just prior to Unification in 1910, the Progressive Association of the
Transvaal represented wealthier English-speakers.12 In 1891, however, what was
becoming known as the ‘Progressive Movement’ was an association of individuals,
who shared a common antipathy towards Kruger’s government rather than a cohesive
policy to oppose him or an organised party structure. These men, an amalgam of
Volksraad members and prominent citizens, began to consolidate as a political entity,
seeking platforms of opposition to bridge the fissures created by their differing
objectives.13
This shifting alliance of men needed a mouthpiece, preferably a Dutch-language
paper, to counter the pro-Kruger De Pers and the Weekly Press. The latter two papers
were both publised from 1889. Another Dutch-language paper, De Volksstem, under
Frans Vredenrijk Engelenburg, although ostensibly unaligned, was also progovernment.14 The only independent Dutch-language paper was the insignificant,
Pretoria-based Land en Volk.15 The owners, after suffering both a lawsuit and a
challenge to a duel by rival editors, tended to favour toothless editorials.16
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Transvaal Advertiser, 5 June 1889.
In the election of 1898 there were two well-defined political parties for the first time; after the election the
Cape Progressives formed the opposition, lead by Sir Gordon Sprigg.
Two generations later, in 1959, a group of United Party members of parliament broke away to form what
they also called the Progressive Party.
For example, R.K. Loveday, a very vocal member of the Volksraad, strongly opposed all concessions and
monopolies. Ewald Esselen, who entered political life in 1890, after serving as a High Court judge, was
opposed to the high proportion of Hollanders in power and the financial policy of the government. Lukas
Meyer felt that personal liberties were being infringed upon, and he was hostile to monopolies, particularly
the Railway Concession. Schalk Burger was a critic of the government’s financial policy. J.F. Celliers was
against concessions and monopolies. Some issues were shared points of concern. Kruger’s dynamite
policy, for example, united Loveday, Meyer, and Burger in opposition to Kruger. Similarly, Loveday,
Esselen and Celliers were all interested in the reform of the franchise policy. Gordon, The Growth of Boer
Opposition, p 194.
De Volksstem was founded on 8 August 1873.
Land en Volk belonged to T.J. Meyer. O.T. de Villiers had founded this Pretoria paper in October 1886.
G.R. von Wielligh, “Die Tydperk tussen die Eerste en Tweede Taalbeweging”, Die Huisgenoot, January
1922.
Meyer was sued by Gluckstein of De Pers and challenged to a duel by Engelenburg of De Volksstem and
was subsequently unenthusiastic about controversy. Leon Rousseau, The Dark Stream - the Story of
Eugene Marais (Jonathan Ball, Johannesburg, 1982), p 49. This remains the best source on Marais and has
been painstakingly researched.
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By 1889, Marais had already begun to demonstrate his anti-Kruger credentials and
was consequently approached by a Progressive consortium and offered the editorship
of Land en Volk.17 Under Marais’s control, Land en Volk introduced a new kind of
journalism, a break from the staid Anglo-Dutch journalistic tradition, and a shift
towards the muckraking of the American yellow press and the radical English pennypress.18 Land en Volk became the vehicle for the polemics and diatribes of the young
Turks of the Progressive faction. Matters of the day were discussed in regular
columns, like “Sonder Reserf” (Without holding back) and “Hans se Brief” (Hans’s
letter). Marais also created a column devoted entirely to political abuse called “Swart
Pilletjies” (Little Black Pills). As a contemporary observed, he started making a name
for himself as the enfant terrible of South African journalism.19
Marais entered into partnership with Jacob ‘Jimmy’ Roos (1869-1940) of the
Johannesburg Star.20 In July 1891, Marais went from editor to owner when he and
Roos bought Land en Volk for £500. They promised to be “on the side of all
Afrikaners, and especially on the side of the ZAR, and thus expected the support of
every burgher in the ZAR”.21 Although there were repeated affirmations of political
neutrality, the paper was increasingly pro-Joubert.22 There were even public
accusations that Land en Volk was owned by Joubert, which Marais and Roos
vehemently denied upon his request, insisting that their aim was “support for the
Afrikaner cause”.23
At first this ‘cause’ took the form of abusing the President. Kruger was attacked for
his “autocracy”, his tolerance of corruption, “his servitude to Dr Leyds”, his “love of
Catholics, Jews and Hollanders” and his “loyal help and support for Rhodes”.24 This
began to awaken public interest. As the Afrikaans fiction writer and Marais’s
contemporary, G.R. von Wielligh noted, Land en Volk only started to attract attention
once under Marais.25 Roos and Marais promised to “change the whole tone of the
newspaper … to bring wrongdoing … under the judgement of the volk …”26 There
was an appeal to all readers to let neighbours know of Land en Volk and offers of a
free first copy to boost readership. By April 1892, Marais and Roos celebrated the fact
that circulation had doubled.27 Marais had adopted a strategy of using sensational
stories, like the attacks on Kruger and exposés of state corruption, to win a larger
circulation, and once having won an audience, propagating politics through the
editorial columns.28
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Day by Day”. See W.J. de Kock, Jacob de Villiers Roos, 1869-1940, Lewenskets van ‘n Veelsydige
Afrikaner (A.A. Balkema, Cape Town, 1958), p 16.
Land en Volk, 7 July 1991.
Land en Volk, 26 April 1892.
Land en Volk, 23 June 1892; Land en Volk, 7 July 1891.
Land en Volk, 12 April 1891; 19 January 1892; 22 March 1892; 12 May 1892 and 26 December 1892.
Von Wielligh, “Die Tydperk tussen die Eerste en Tweede Taalbeweging”.
Land en Volk, 7 July 1891.
Land en Volk, 26 April 1892.
M. Emery et. al., The Press and America – an Interpretive History of the Mass Media (Allyn and Bacon,
Boston, 1954, 2000), p 175. For example, Marais began by investigating corruption in the Selati railroad
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Early in 1892, Land en Volk published an account of the dismissal of a civil servant,
Gert Ribbink, for theft. Ribbink sued the paper and Marais lost.29 (See Figure 1.) In
defence, Marais maintained that the policy of Land en Volk was to protect Afrikaner
interests and that one of its principles was that Afrikaners could run the country as
well as the Hollanders monopolising the positions of power. It was thus necessary to
draw comparisons between Afrikaans and Dutch officials and Marais was careful to
couch the Ribbink case in terms of the Afrikaner-Hollander dichotomy that became a
recurrent refrain in Land en Volk. The prosecution noted disparagingly that “it was no
compliment for Afrikaners to be protected by such a rag”.30

Figure 1: W.A. Schröder’s cartoon of Chief Justice J.G. Kotzé giving Land en Volk a thrashing with
twigs labelled “£10 with costs”, had the caption “Welverdiend” (Well deserved) in De Pers and “The
Joys of Journalism (The Libel Case of the Week)” in The Press, 25 June 1892.
From: National Archives of South Africa, SAB: A. 787 184, Preller Collection, p 79, incorrectly dated
1895.
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concession – members of parliament were purportedly bribed with spider-carts. Rousseau, The Dark
Stream, p 52. He noted that the incident had resulted in such government embarrassment that “…if anyone
mentions the word ‘Spider’, he is the Republic’s enemy”. Land en Volk, 12 May 1891.
Land en Volk, 23 June 1892.
Land en Volk, 23 June 1892.
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Conservative versus Progressive press
As Piet Joubert remarked: ‘the [papers] tell you all the news, sometimes a bit
confused or twisted but still ultimately the news’.31 Both the pro-government press
and the opposition press purported to be independent. Certainly, some evidence of
pro-government papers challenging particular policies of the state indeed exist.32 F. V.
Engelenburg, a Hollander appointed as the editor of De Volksstem by the Krugerites
who had bought the paper in 1889, insisted on press freedom, at least in principle.33
Particular papers, however, won the bulk of state subsidies and preferential placement
of government advertisements, for which a sum of £6 000 was allocated annually.34
Kruger noted candidly that it would be simply suicidal to support the opposition press
too.35 The private backing of newspapers played an important role in lobbying popular
opinion in an arena where it was very open to being capitalized upon.36
Inter-paper rivalry occupied much editorial space. Marais made enemies of the editors
of De Volksstem, or ‘Volkssmet’ (blemish of the people) as Marais nicknamed it,
early in 1892, and of De Pers (dubbed the ‘Pest’ by Marais37) – calling them
respectively “the newly arrived Hollander, Engelenburg” and the “lying Jew,
Weinthal”.38 Land en Volk kept up the chorus that all the pro-Kruger papers were
edited by Hollanders39 and dismissed Engelenburg as just a “government hireling”40.
Much copy was made and sold out of the accusations of Land en Volk and the
dyspeptic mutterings of De Volksstem.
The ‘Progressive’ nature of Land en Volk has to be understood in terms of a tussle
over nomenclature against the changing background of the state. The difference
between ‘Conservative’ and ‘Progressive’ press cannot be understood as a simple
continuum, with the latter holding ‘more enlightened’ views in contemporary terms.
Instead a gamut of opinion existed, reflected in idiosyncratic and vacillating editorial
comment on issues as varied as racism and xenophobia.
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The subtlety of Marais’s private understanding of race was not manifest in the stark
racism of Land en Volk.41 Editorial comment was, for example, violently antiIndian.42 The ‘Native Question’ was discussed in the same tones which the
conservative press adopted, with discussions of how to maintain the black labour
reserves.43 The Progressive faction was not less racist than the conservative.44
Although highly prejudiced against Hollanders, Land en Volk was more supportive
than the government press of the rights of Uitlanders. No simple model may be
constructed to demonstrate more ‘enlightened’ views held by Progressives on
xenophobia.
The build up to the election of 1893 and the vocabulary of power
The history of the pre-war ZAR under Kruger has until recently been analysed in
terms of the situation promoted by the politicians of the time.45 This compels the
historian to analyse in terms of a left and a right continuum that did not exist. Political
vocabulary is flexible and mutable.46 Words like ‘Progressive’ and ‘Conservative’
serve as organising concepts and provide people with their basic categories of
thought. Yet the words contain no fixed, diachronic meaning. The reification of labels
(the infusion of abstractions with material existence) is never permanent, as politics is
an ongoing power struggle and the competition over who defines the political terms is
constantly renewed. For the historian to grant the politicians their self-adopted
classification, is to allow them (even in a critical context) to transmit their own
intellectual definitions and perpetuate their own definitions of the situation. The
historian needs to transform the labels from analytical categories into political data
and re-examine the political role such vocabulary played, moving as Green suggests,
from the ‘custodianship’ to the ‘critical analysis’ of language.47
Through the process of reification, political vocabularies encapsulate definitions of
political situations. The transmission to the voters is crucial and it is also important in
transmitting to the opposition. The transmission is particularly important when those
under attack hold positions of power. As Green observes, the critic may dissent from
the goals and values of those in power, yet if his own vocabulary reinforces the
information selectively dispensed by the powerful, the criticism is undermined. The
definition of the situation espoused by those in power becomes concealed in the
vocabulary of those in opposition and the perspective of the powerful is reinforced as
the critic is inadvertently co-opted by linguistic means.48
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Weekly Press, 12 October 1895; De Volksstem, 17 February 1894.
For example, the Progressive Schalk Burger opposed civil marriages between blacks – for which the
President had argued. The Press, 5 June 1895. Also in the First Volksraad Debate, 11-12 August 1897, the
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For the paradigm breaking work see, for example, C. van Onselen, Studies in the Social and Economic
History of the Witwatersrand, 1886-1914 I, New Babylon (Longman, London, 1982).
The struggle for the progressive label has been chartered in other contexts. After 1895 the term
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Green, The Language of Politics, p 267.
See Green, The Language of Politics, p 16.
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In Land en Volk, Marais used these linguistic encroachments to establish party lines.
He promoted the Joubert faction’s own vocabulary. The Progressive faction needed to
focus attention on their opposition’s record because they did not have one of their
own to lean upon. Their strategy thus had to be negative rather than positive selfdefinition and they therefore defined themselves in terms of what they were against.
For them the vocabulary of success was wrapped up in part in the power of rhetorical
confusion.49 They were able to establish a great discordance between language and
political behaviour, and there was no necessary correlation between label and action.
The very assumption of a unifying label implied that the Joubert faction was a
movement and disguised that they were in reality just a changing collection of antiKrugerites. It indicated cohesion, a set of policies and a clear plan for the future.
‘Progressive’ was a metaphor built on the elements of movement and stability:
movement forward without loss of stability.50 It suggested modernity, a readiness to
be an up-to-date industrialising power, without being radical or calling for revolution.
It promoted the psychological and ideological distancing from the historical grip of
foreign powers, particularly Holland. The antithetical ‘conservative’ label it forced
(by linguistic implication) upon the rival faction insinuated a pejorative ‘reactionary’
outmoded identity, and served to camouflage Kruger’s innovations and deny his
improvements. There is no easy way to quantify the effect of words upon voters.51
The electoral results that are to be discussed, however, are astonishing. In effect,
Marais helped render the Joubert faction the custodians of a powerful and voteattracting label.
Caricaturing Kruger
The ‘Oom Paul’ of the popular imagination was a dour intransigent old man, against
progress qua progress and intent on dragging his fiefdom back into the eighteenth
century, as he feathered the nests of his friends and relations. He is imagined, even in
recent historiography, as the leader of a kleptocratic, backward government resisting
modernisation and unable to provide the economic infrastructure for the gold mines.52
This bleak caricature of the real Kruger – routinely portrayed in the British press –
was established, at least in part, and vigorously promoted by Marais. 53
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consistently negative light, carrying articles from the Standard and Diggers News, for example. Times, 7
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Charles van Onselen has demonstrated that what was argued by critics to be
conservative often made sound political sense.54 Prior to 1892, Kruger was perceived
by contemporaries as a modernising force. The Press called him a moderate,
converting the burghers from old-fashioned prejudices.55 De Volksstem noted that pre1891, Kruger was “the enlightened leader, the father of various new and liberal laws,
the mediator between the Progressive public and the conservative Chamber of
Representatives”.56 He started industrialising as early as 1881.57 He was tolerant of
Jews and Catholics and was comparatively liberal in his relations with black people.58
Even Francis Dormer of the anti-Kruger Star, conceded that Kruger “does not want
the Republic to lag behind the rest of South Africa in any matter that relates either to
material progress or individual liberty”.59 In the political realm, Kruger could be
flexible, as is demonstrated by his decision to create a Second Volksraad.60 The
historiography is divided on the Marais-Kruger relationship. The nationalist W.E.G.
Louw said in 1940 that, although it has been said that Marais was “an irritating pebble
in Kruger’s shoe”, he maintained he was far more: “a manly opponent of corruption”
who “played a valuable part in maintaining the integrity of the Republic. The open
letters he sent reveal admiration for Kruger despite their polemical tone.”61
Nevertheless, Marais had a deep-rooted antipathy to Kruger. In fact, he enjoyed
telling the story that when Kruger – then Commandant-General of the Republic –
once dropped by, his mother, having no idea who the uncouth visitor was, asked him
to wait on the stoep until her husband returned.62
From 1892, Marais initiated his campaign against Kruger through Land en Volk.
Earlier he had attempted to reform the President with constructive criticism, even
conceding that Kruger was the best statesman that the people of the ZAR could ever
have chosen.63 But from 1892 he abandoned reform for replacement. Land en Volk
had helped to attach the label ‘Progressive’ to the nebulous notions of the members
opposed to Kruger and he therefore had to define Kruger as a conservative. Criticism
was thus consistently couched in anti-conservatism terms, from legislative to personal
acts.64 Land en Volk indulged in more absurd suggestions: that Kruger and Cecil John
Rhodes, mining magnate and imperialist Cape politician were in league.65 De
Volksstem criticised the ‘Americanized methods’ of the Joubert supporters,
particularly the “foul personal attacks” on individuals, which was an innovation in
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media technique.66 A letter-writer, ‘Klein Joggum’, (almost certainly Marais himself)
put forth in doggerel Afrikaans, as a parody of Kruger’s own speech:
I’m for Concessions, Monopolies etc…
I’m for appointing two financial ministers (they have to be Hollanders),
The Volksraad has to be satisfied with my will, and must not dare think
Or I’ll threaten to resign.67

The antipathy was not one-sided. In 1893, Marais as sole editor (Roos left for the
Cape Legislative Assembly in October 1892, selling his half to Marais68) found
himself arrested by ZARPs, the state police, on the grounds of criminal libel. A Land
en Volk article had claimed that Kruger, in spite of his £7 000 annual salary, had
submitted two different accounts for travelling expenses for a visit to Colesberg –
when in fact he had been a guest of the Cape government. Rumours began to circulate
that the government wanted to close down Land en Volk. Young Progressive
supporters took up arms and defended the press offices against a further ZARP raid.
Marais was also arrested in the Volksraad on the grounds of high treason, defended by
Ewald Esselen, and found not guilty. De Volksstem called him a “litigation fanatic”69.
Gustav Preller records that Marais and his newspaper were not totally pro-Joubert, but
utterly anti-Kruger.70 In 1894, Marais announced his ambition to sue Kruger himself –
intending to claim £10 000 damages for defamatory statements made against Land en
Volk. Marais, however, abandoned this claim.71
The hagiography of ‘Pious Piet’
In addition to attacking its ‘enemies’, Land en Volk championed various individuals
whose opinions were in line with editorial policy. R.K. Loveday, for example, was
much quoted and lauded. Marais admired Lucas Meyer (who had been active in the
New Republic) and Louis Botha (the famous Boer commander and South African
Prime Minister of later years) for injecting life into the Progressive Movement –
Meyer in particular was held to have had an amazing influence on young Afrikaners.
The Progressives’ leader, Piet Joubert, received a great deal of commendatory
editorial opinion. Research on the role of Joubert within the Progressive Movement
has revealed his leadership as nominal. With his high piping voice and hesitant
manner, he was not physically as imposing as Kruger. Joubert’s personal records
reveal no input or role in controlling the Progressive press.72 On public policy, he
remained inarticulate – indeed, often incoherent. He refused to clarify his platform,
announcing that he would never “ask for a single vote”.73 Joubert was an old man
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“made giddy with the idea of presidency”, as Polk said of Zachary Taylor.74 The men
behind his election were Ewald Esselen and Lukas Meyer, who – Marais noted – had
heralded a ‘new dawn’ for the faction.75
Joubert was ambiguous on social policy and opaque on the Franchise Question. It is
not clear whether he was able to maintain his persona of ‘Pious Piet’ at a time when it
was frowned upon to canvass, by having Land en Volk to do his promoting or whether
Land en Volk was co-opted and encouraged because of Joubert’s recalcitrance.
Perhaps they were of equal significance and were certainly mutually reinforcing. At
the time when a political party was considered slightly disreputable, Joubert could
distance himself from the election committees and Land en Volk’s partisan
electioneering, maintaining his air of pious respectability, while the younger men,
Meyer and Esselen, worked behind him to promote his candidacy.76
Afrikaans language in the press
Progressive opinion tended to oppose government education policy, because of the
language issue.77 From 1891, as Superintendent of Education, Dr N. Mansvelt began
to implement the policy that had remained unenforced under his predecessor, S.J. du
Toit, that Dutch be the sole medium of instruction.78 This meant the withdrawal of
state aid to schools at which this was not the case, which infuriated the Englishspeaking Uitlander parents. A proviso in the law, which allowed the use of English in
English-speaking areas, provided Dutch was spoken for a set period each week (which
varied) provoked the ire of conservative members. The Progressive faction voted to
have more English taught79, because, although there was resentment at seeing
landzoonen (compatriots/sons of the country/soil) debarred from civil service and
replaced by Hollanders and Cape Afrikaners, there was an awareness of the
commercial necessity of a proficiency in English.80 Land en Volk assumed a slightly
different position: pointing out that, while purporting to agree with Mansvelt,
Kruger’s elite tended to send their children to the Cape for their education.81 Land en
Volk feared that in trying to avoid turning their children into little Englishmen, the
parents that insisted on Dutch-medium might inadvertently turn them into
Hollanders.82
At least in part, this concern over language use by his readership led to a brief
flirtation with publishing in Afrikaans in 1891. It is hard to estimate the demographics
of Land en Volk’s readership.83 An analysis of readers’ letters is methodologically
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flawed as so many were simply written by the editors as appears to have been
common at that time. The English-speaking politician, Percy Fitzpatrick, referred to it
as “the leading Dutch paper”, but it struggled for readership and tottered on the brink
of bankruptcy at times.84 However significant their role, newspapers in the ZAR often
faced financial difficulty. De Volksstem, for example, had been compelled to warn
their subscribers:
Our ideal is to lead a God-fearing life, and we foster the hope that thereby we may inherit
the eternal Kingdom. We should like to meet all our subscribers there, which will not be
possible unless … they forward their subscriptions. He who fails to do this… may have
the life-blood sucked out of him by thousands of fleas as he is now sapping us … 85

Similarly, in 1892, it would appear that Roos and Marais faced formidable financial
problems. Marais drew on the precedent set by S.J. du Toit, the founder member of
the Genootskap van Regte Afrikaners (Society of Real Afrikaners), who had started
writing his Paarl newspaper, Di Patriot, in Afrikaans. Du Toit’s paper began with
fifty subscribers in 1875, and by 1881 there were three thousand.86 Hoping to boost
Land en Volk’s circulation, the decision was taken to start printing certain articles in
Afrikaans. The introduction of the Afrikaans language into the ZAR press by Marais
illustrates how ostensibly nationalist developments often had an economic imperative
behind them.87
A new gambit was required when the Volksraad imposed a draconian censorship law,
Law 11 of 1893, and faultfinding newspapers faced the loss of the government
subsidy. One way to circumvent both the libel law and the government’s wrath was to
couch criticism in the form of correspondents’ letters rather than editorials. One letterwriter, who called himself ‘Afrikanus Junior’, was particularly vituperative. He
purported to be a landzoon, a war veteran of the older generation, who was
increasingly alienated by Kruger’s administration. He began with an “Open Letter to
the Honourable President Paul Kruger”, protesting the preponderance of Hollanders in
government.88 The Concessions Policy came under attack, as did the preponderance
of Hollanders in the state bureaucracy. A particularly vitriolic letter was aimed at Dr
Leyds, with the use of the offensively personal ‘gij’ instead of ‘u’ (you).89 His last
letter was advertised in Land en Volk the week before it appeared – the editors
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claimed they had received the letter too late and would have to publish it the
following week, but did announce that it dealt with the latest governmental scandal.
The letter duly appeared addressed to Kruger and was heavily critical.90 J.P. Meyer,
J.J. Burger, Piet Roos and J.J. Malan, candidates standing for the Volksraad, also had
their personal failings enumerated.91
There was much speculation over the true identity of ‘Afrikanus Junior’ – particularly
by those who had been his subject matter. J.P. Meyer, for example, demanded to
know the letter-writer’s identity.92 ‘Afrikanus Junior’ became something of a
household name – so that one advertiser even used it to draw attention to his tobacco
and maize.93 There was speculation that Jan Celliers or even Piet Joubert was the
perpetrator – but the former died before the letters stopped and the second’s usual
rhetoric was entirely removed from the style of the writer.94 It was neither Carl
Jeppe95 nor Loveday as Marais himself tantalizingly conceded, saying that he had
known the letter-writer long before those two men and that his name was linked to
“great services to his country”.96
‘Afrikanus Junior’ was almost certainly Marais himself. He admitted that he was the
author in an interview with F.G.M. du Toit shortly before his death.97 Government
attempts to find the damned elusive ‘Afrikanus Junior’ miscarried. Marais was
warned by his typesetter that a civil servant had offered him £120 for the name and
handwriting sample of the man behind the pseudonym, £50 for the name alone.
Marais then set up a scheme to embarrass the government. He told his typesetter to
deliver a false name, that of a “Mr J. de V. Smit of the Waterberg”, which the civil
servant duly paid for. In the next edition, Marais revealed the story – donating the
money to a hospital and embarrassing the government.98 Using ‘Afrikanus Junior’,
Marais was free even under the censorship laws to utilise the ‘Americanized’ methods
of personal attack.
Kruger’s Hollanders
There was growing resentment over the apparent Dutch infiltration of the machinery
of society - in the railways, education and public service.99 It was felt that once in
office, they tended to appoint other Dutchmen.100 The second most important position
in the government went to a Hollander. Dr W.J. Leyds became state attorney of the
ZAR in 1884 at the age of 25, after finishing his legal studies in Amsterdam. Four
years later, the Volksraad elected him to the post of state secretary, essentially the
primary political office after the presidency. The Kapenaars, or Cape-educated men,
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like Chief Justice J.G. Kotzé, Ewald Esselen and Marais himself, provided vocal
opposition to Leyds. Land en Volk commented repeatedly on Kruger’s “servitude to
Leyds”.101 In self-defence, Leyds conjectured about the political unreliability of the
Kapenaars, noting indignantly:
I look upon them in general as enemies (though disguised enemies) of our
independence…. They … want English supremacy…. The Kapenaars, and our young
Boers hate the Hollanders, hate them more than the English .…102

De Volksstem urged that Hollanders be appointed over Cape Afrikaners who would be
more likely to be pro-English.103 The Hollander issue was a constant concern within
Land en Volk. It was raised in the major political crises, particularly during those over
the Railway Concessions and Dynamite Concessions. Much emphasis was laid on the
fact that Hollanders received 65 per cent of the votes in the newly established railway
company and that a Hollander, S. Wierda had been appointed head of the Department
of Public Works. Marais had a steady refrain: Kruger prefers Hollanders and Jews,
“who encircle him like vultures”, to “loyal sons of the soil”.104
A statistical analysis of officials made by the Weekly Press in 1897, however,
revealed that only 15 per cent of civil servants were Dutch105, the majority of whom
had 15 to 20 years’ experience and were enfranchised citizens.106 As even the
Progressive Carl Jeppe conceded: “With the exception of Dr Leyds, no Hollander had
any important part in shaping Mr. Kruger’s views.”107 It must be remembered,
however, that Hollanders occupied the higher ranks of the civil service, with the
Dutch elite controlling the Railway Concession and the Education Department, while
Afrikaners found positions in the lower levels of the civil service, like the police
force.108
The Hollander Question is significant on two grounds. Firstly, Marais, like many of
his colleagues, defined himself as an Afrikaner, not only as opposed to the English,
but also as opposed to the Dutch. Calling oneself an Afrikaner and creating a coterie
of fellow Afrikaners, was a reaction, not only against the Anglofaction, but also
against the Hollanders’ power bloc. A sense of ethnic identity, or ‘Afrikanerdom’,
required not only the existence of a community with a distinct set of institutions and a
separate language, but also a community consciousness of these entities, an awareness
of a set of needs and desires in conflict with those of other groups.109 Land en Volk
helped in the creation of this awareness through the articulation of an enemy, relying
on xenophobia and anti-Semitism, and creating a composite figure from ‘the Jew’, the
‘foreign capitalist’ and the ‘Uitlander’.
The popularisation of xenophobia was wrapped up in issues surrounding land and
landlessness. It was during this period, the end of the nineteenth century, as Keegan
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has demonstrated, that landlessness was becoming a factor in the process of class
differentiation in Boer society.110 Prior to that, whether or not land was owned made
less difference to one’s status as adult Boer male.111 With these material changes, an
ideology of the land was created in the press. The names adopted by the community,
‘Boer’, and ‘Afrikaner’ were themselves loaded with imagery of the land and with
farming. Although Cape-educated, Marais referred to himself as a ‘landszoon’ and
made much of the right of ‘landszoonen’ to participate in the government of the ZAR,
investing them with the rights of autochthony.112 Marais, like others on the
Progressive front, clad this land ideology in the rhetoric of anti-foreign capitalists.
The second significant point of the Hollander Question was the power of the
Progressive press to distort the issue until it loomed alarmingly in the public
perception, a method that was used to great political effect in the preamble to the
election of 1893. Land en Volk was able to shape the Hollander Question in such a
way as to make this essentially urban phenomenon important to the rural constituency.
Then Marais staunchly maintained that once Joubert assumed office, the Hollanders’
domination would cease.113 Land en Volk even demanded the dismissal of W.E. Bok
as minute keeper of the Executive Council, asking “Is the Afrikaans nation so poor
and weak that we must always run to Uitlanders for assistance? The Volksraad must
show the world that we can rule ourselves.”114 The Progressive members of the
Volksraad joined the assault on Bok and a ‘landszoon’ was appointed in his stead.
The election of 1893
Prior to 1893, elections in the ZAR proceeded with little public interest. A dramatic
change occurred in 1893, and one of the reasons for this change was the influence of
Marais’s Land en Volk. It was the first time that there were two main camps,
‘Progressive’ and ‘Conservative’, indeed the first time an election campaign had been
organised, starting a year prior to the campaign itself, with a propaganda war.115 Prior
to 1893, the presidential elections in the ZAR were routine: as no distinct and separate
political parties existed, the candidates simply appeared to answer questions addressed
to them at small public meetings.116 The candidates ran as volksleiers (popular local
leaders) rather than political leaders, with personality rather than party platform being
pivotal to their success. The election of 1893 was different. As The Transvaal
Advertiser observed:
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…never in the history of this country has there been so powerful a stirring up of the
people – except in the case of a war, or an impending outbreak of hostilities – as has taken
place during the first two months of this year.117

By 1893, Kruger had already spent a decade serving two terms of office, with a broad
ambition to maintain economic and political independence, but his annual rondreis
(election tour of the outlying districts) of 1892 had apparently revealed much
discontent.118 In the preamble to the election, questions were raised by rural
constituencies as to when an Afrikaner would replace Leyds as state secretary.119 The
rondreis brought many awkward questions for Kruger.120
Election committees were established and, although Marais contended that the one in
opposition to Kruger was merely a “volk’s congress” to monitor Kruger’s committee,
there is evidence to suggest that it was the Joubert faction who first initiated the
committee.121 Esselen, the chairperson of Joubert’s electoral committee, appointed
Marais and Roos as members of the central committee for Pretoria. Land en Volk
provided a series of questions for its readership to pose to Kruger:
Why was Dr Leyds re-appointed? Why not a competent Afrikaner?
Why is our country the only one in the world where a foreigner holds the reins?…
Why were we told that the Delagoa Bay Railway must be built by a Hollander company
to free us from dependence on England, and now we find ourselves dangerously in debt to
England? 122

For the first time there was immense public interest in the election. This was a new
phenomenon, as De Volksstem maintained disapprovingly: there had never been
anything like this before.123 It may be argued that this was at least in part the result of
the appearance of the opposition press: Land en Volk helped to create the movement
by consistently articulating the ideas and views of a group of disparate personalities.
An inter-newspaper war erupted, with allegations of crass methods directed
particularly towards Land en Volk, and accusations of simony and concealment aimed
at the press supportive of the government.124 Joubert had to deny connections with the
National Union in an advertisement in Land en Volk.125
Land en Volk published letters, both serious and satiric (some from ‘Afrikanus
Junior’)126, poems, manifestos and advertisements, like:
Citizens of the Transvaal! Don’t sleep, vote for PIET JOUBERT, the hero of Amajuba,
the man of honour, the beloved of his volk. Don’t be fooled by clever talk.127
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The election of 1893 was shaped in the public’s imagination as a struggle between
Dutch and Afrikaner hegemony – between Kruger and Pious Piet’s anti–Hollander
campaign (as The Press dubbed it).128 This was the natural extension of the rhetoric
evident in Land en Volk from 1891, visible, for example in the Ribbink case and antiLeyds campaign. A Marais editorial insisted: “The choice between these two
gentlemen is plainly and only the choice between Afrikaner and Hollander”129. The
third candidate, Chief Justice Kotzé, was largely ignored by the press. Kruger won the
election, but Joubert managed to win a large number of votes. Land en Volk made no
class-based appeals to vote for Joubert. Local, rather than regional differences in
popularity played an important role in respectively winning Kruger 7881, Joubert
7009 and Kotzé 81 votes.130 The manipulation by the Progressive faction of this
Afrikaner-Hollander dichotomy was thus probably important in gaining Joubert his
significant electoral support.131
Land en Volk offered its readers a post-election diet of sour grapes.132 Editorial
opinion maintained that the elections had not been honestly conducted and the
Progressives were the victims of wholesale fraud.133 This escalated to revolutionary
talk, with bombastic threats of violence if a recount was refused.134 There appear to
have been electoral irregularities.135 There was an official objection by Joubert’s camp
and an investigation.136 Joubert appealed cautiously for patriotic calm in an open letter
in De Volksstem.137 Land en Volk passionately decried the election, noting that those
who had protested had been treated “as if they were Hottentots or dogs”138. The new
Volksraad, however, decided the election had been legal.
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Land en Volk – and the Uitlanders
Before 1893, there had been tacit co-operation but no formal alliance between the
Progressives and the National Union.139 Among the Progessives, only Esselen openly
allied himself with the National Union.140 Esselen introduced Marais to the Reform
Committee.141 Charles Leonard, a Johannesburg lawyer and president of the Transvaal
National Union, noted that Land en Volk presented the views of men like Esselen and
other “younger and more enlightened” burgers who pointed out the dangers arising
from the autocratic government.142 In August 1893, a representative from the National
Union approached Marais, offering to buttress Land en Volk financially, in return for
which its stance would become more pro-Uitlander. Marais sold Land en Volk for
£2500 to a company founded by Uitlanders for this purpose, undertaking to remain
editor for at least another two years, at a monthly salary of £50.
After the election of 1893, the Progressives still were not a party in the true sense of
the word. Carl Jeppe was an ineffectual whip, while Lukas Meyer assumed a more
dominant role than Joubert. The Progressives’ working committee, the Volksmacht
(Power of the People), was devoted to lobbying to nationalise the Nederlandsch Zuid
Afrikaansche Spoorweg Maatschappij (NZASM). With the formation of the
Volksvereeniging van der Zuid-Afrikaansche Republiek (People’s Organisation of the
ZAR) towards the end of 1893, party-politics took new shape, coalescing over a
“potpourri of liberal concerns”, like the concessions policy, monopolies, selection of
landdrosts (magistrates) and the franchise question.143 Kruger countered this step with
the establishment of the Burgermag (Citizen Force) in April 1894. Rhodes’s intrigues
increasingly drew the Progressives and Conservatives together in 1894. The evidence
of a coming crisis, Gordon argues, caused Kruger to work towards national unity, and,
as a conciliatory gesture, he appointed Esselen as state attorney.144 J.S. Marais in The
Fall of Kruger’s Republic, has shown how a growing flirtation between Progressives
and Uitlanders led Kruger to try to woo back the Progressives.145 A movement
towards toenadering (rapprochement) was made between Esselen and the chairman of
Kruger’s election committee, to forge a group in order to support the government in
all measures they perceived as just and constitutional and to pass conciliatory laws
with regard to the Uitlanders. Kruger’s Burgermag and Joubert’s Volksvereeniging
agreed to come together in the interests of Boer unity. Almost immediately, however,
the joint political union fell apart over whether to admit Uitlanders or not.146 The
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fracture of this group into its component parts was a clear sign that political parties
were becoming defined and entrenched.147
The Jameson Raid (1895)
At the end of 1895 there was rumour of revolution on the streets of Johannesburg.148
In a special edition of Land en Volk, which appeared on 30 December 1895, the facts
of the Raid were given and the manifesto of the National Union was published. From
testimony given by Marais at the trial of the Reform Committee, it appears that
Joubert received a telegram from the landdrost of Marico and then sent Marais and
his son-in-law, Abraham Malan, to Johannesburg to hold talks with the Uitlanders in
order to gauge the gravity of the situation. Marais and Malan met Charles Leonard
and Abe Bailey in the Rand Club, the latter both maintaining their peaceful intentions
and their lack of involvement with Jameson. Marais suggested that they open channels
of communication with the government to assert this position. After hearing Marais
and Malan report back, the executive committee agreed to send the two emissaries
back to hold a covert meeting – Marais was chosen for his command of English and
rapport with the Uitlanders. From the Uitlander perspective, he was known as a
“liberal-minded Dutchman who sympathised with the Uitlanders”.149 Marais tried to
convince the anxious members of the Reform Committee of the hopelessness of their
ambition and that the government would be just if negotiations were opened.150
Joubert was accused of acting without consultation in selecting and sending Malan
and Marais, and his resignation was called for, to which Joubert responded by
instituting action for libel.151
The Raid boosted Kruger’s popularity and served to halt the advances made by the
Progressives.152 Marais had to break off his links with Uitlanders and the
Johannesburg subsidy for Land en Volk came to an end. He had to resort to
commercial printing jobs and increase the advertising in each edition of Land en Volk
to unhealthy proportions. Circulation dropped, especially after the 1893 Press Act
number 11, was replaced by the new Press Act of 1896, Act 26 or the Hou-Jou-Bek
Wet (shut-your-trap Act), as Marais called it, which imposed heavier censorship
clauses on the press.153 ‘Afrikanus Junior’ had to go into forced retirement as the Act
banned the use of pseudonyms in letters to the press. The Act stated that “Liberty of
the press is permitted, saving the liability of the printer and publisher for all articles
amounting to libel, insult, or attack upon anyone’s character”. Every newspaper,
periodical or magazine had to contain the name and address of its printer, publisher
and editor. Articles of a political or personal nature had to be signed by the author
who was obliged to provide his full name and address. It was also enacted that in the
event of an indictable offence, the editor, whether the author or not, would be
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punished as the offender – the penalty being a fine not exceeding £50 or a prison
sentence not exceeding six months. The State President was given the power of
prohibiting the distribution of any printed matter which in his opinion was contrary to
good morals or dangerous to the peace and order of the state. Violation incurred a fine
not exceeding £250 or imprisonment not exceeding one year.
In 1896 with his freedom of speech curtailed, his newspaper circulation dropping, his
subsidy lost and his political ambitions hard hit, Marais suffered a great personal loss
when his wife died in labour.154 In the state of shock and uncertainty that followed, he
was urged by Esselen to study law in London. Aged twenty-five, the first part of his
career behind him, Marais made arrangements to leave for Britain. On 3 December
1896, he transferred the editorship of Land en Volk to J.Y. O’Brien, former editor of
The Press, with the understanding that Marais would continue to steer its political
course.155 Indeed De Volksstem suggested that he planned to avoid the press
restrictions by writing from abroad.156 Marais continued to write to the Daily Mail and
also wrote a long letter “Onder de Rooinekken” (Among the Red Necks), advocating
a pan-Afrikaner union with the Cape.157. He remained in London for five years,
studying law at the Inner Temple.
Conclusion
The discussion of Marais’s Land en Volk contributes to the understanding both of the
Progressive Movement and of the role of the individual in its creation and promotion.
From 1890 to 1895, there was increasing opposition to Kruger among the ZAR Boers
for reasons varying from hostility towards his perceived corruption and inefficiency,
to disagreement with his policies on concessions, education and the franchise. A small
clique of critics gathered together and utilised the press as a mouthpiece. Land en Volk
gave direction and focus to the Progressive Movement, contributing to the
construction of the movement by consistently articulating the ideas and views of a
group of disparate personalities. Marais used his newspaper as a powerful agency for
Progressive advocacy in its own right, helping to entrench the public understanding of
socio-political relations. Through his editorial polemic and diatribe, he helped to
shape popular opinion in favour of the Progressive faction. In the labels ‘Progressive’
and ‘Conservative’ there was a disjunction between nomenclature and practice, but
Marais helped to capture these labels, caricaturing Kruger as a regressive force. The
spectre of Hollander domination was largely the creation of the Progressive press, a
bogey that haunted Kruger in the preamble to the election of 1893 and refashioned the
election in the public mind as a clash between Hollander and Boer, foreigner and
landszoon.
Marais was able to bring official maladministration and government policy under
scrutiny, stimulating the reorganisation of public life. He introduced sensationalised,
muckraking methods of reportage, arousing both acrimony and public interest in
formerly narrowly parochial concerns. As a critical and watchful eye on the
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government’s policies, Land en Volk contributed to the greater scrutiny of the public
service. The unmentionable managed to be expressed through anonymous letters,
particularly the vehicle of ‘Afrikanus Junior’.
The ‘party system’ was introduced for the first time in the ZAR in 1893 – albeit still
largely in terms of the cult of individual personalities. There was the dawning of a
rudimentary public political consciousness based on the ideology of parties. Marais
played a significant role in contributing to the process of building this political
consciousness. As Lionel Philips observed, popular opinion in the ZAR was a “toss
up” and was open to being captured and capitalized upon.158 Marais helped call the
toss and, in so doing, helped change the face of ZAR politics.

Abstract
Celebrated as an investigative journalist exposing a corrupt regime, dismissed as a
political hack or damned as a litigious self-promoter in charge of a vulgar gossip
sheet, Eugène Marais played a controversial role in the pre-war South African
Republic (ZAR) – especially in his interaction with President Kruger. This paper
explores that interaction, discussing Marais’s participation in the faction that opposed
Kruger, and that came to be labelled the ‘Progressive’ camp. It examines his motives
and techniques in swaying opinion towards the opposition faction, with particular
emphasis on the pivotal election of 1893, which saw a transformation in national
politics. This paper investigates the influence of the Progressive press, and
particularly its role in ‘inventing’ or at least popularising a particular image of Kruger.
The focus is also on the ironies and paradoxes of the relationship of the Progressive
press (and Marais in particular) with Kruger as figurehead.
Opsomming
“’n Lastige Klippie in Kruger se Skoen” –
Eugène Marais en Land en Volk in die ZAR, 1891-1896
Geprys as ’n navorsende joernalis wat regeringskorrupsie aan die lig gebring het,
verag as ’n politieke snertskrywer, of verdoem as ’n pleitsieke roemsoeker in beheer
van ’n banale skinderblad, het Eugène Marais ’n omstrede rol in die vooroorlogse
ZAR gespeel – veral deur sy interaksie met president Kruger. Hierdie artikel
ondersoek daardie interaksie en bespreek Marais se deelname aan die faksie wat
Kruger teengestaan het en waaraan die etiket ‘Progressief’ toegeken is. Dit ondersoek
sy motiewe en die tegnieke waarmee hy die openbare mening in die rigting van die
opposisiepartye gestuur het, met veral klem op die belangrike verkiesing van 1893.
Die artikel bestudeer verder die invloed van die Progressiewe pers en, in die besonder,
die rol daarvan in die ‘skepping’, of ten minste die popularisering, van ’n besondere
beeld van Kruger. Klem val op die ironiese en paradoksale verhouding van die
Progressiewe pers (en Marais in die besonder) met Kruger as leiersfiguur.
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